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Introduction

Solid modeling was traditionally devoted to the representation and manipulation of 3D objects. Now however, solid modeling is moving to consider multidimensionality. The applications of multidimensional solid modeling are found in
robotics, simulation, and scientific visualization.
Fundamental research in multidimensional solid modeling has been carried out
by several research groups. For example, Putnam and Subrahmanyam [PS86]
describe boolean operations between multidimensional objects. Rossignac and
O'Connor [ROC89] are developing a representational tool with characteristics of
great generality. Their scheme, SGC (Selective Geometric Complex), is dimension independent and based on the use of cell complexes, where a cell is a general
manifold. Key to the method presented in this paper is the research conducted
by the CAD group at the Dipartimento di Informatica of the University of Rome
"La Sapienza". This project uses tools from algebraic topology as a conceptual
reference frame which guarantee mathematically well founded developments. The
employed representation scheme, the winged representation, is based on simplicial
complexes [PC90] and allows the development of efficient algorithms for many basic operations, as for example, extrusion, boundary evaluation, and computation
of integrals [FP90, Ber90].
.
When a representation scheme such as the winged representation is used,
for example, to check the interference between moving objects, a more efficient
representation is needed. Checking the interference is characteristic of a class of
problems for which the representation is static and undergoes numerous spatial
queries to the various k-faces of a complex. In this context it is useful to have a
fast algorithm for classifying geometrical entities (points, lines, simplices) against
a,given simplicial complex.
This paper presents a data structure, called the spatial index, to represent
a convex simplicial complex in Ed with which numerous spatial queries can be
performed efficiently. .
The spatial index is an extension of Lee and Preparata's chain method for
locating points in a planar subdivision [LP77]. (An overview of the chain method
can be found in [PS85, pp48-56]). They show that point-location in an N-vertex
planar subdivision can be affected in o (log2 N) time using O(N) storage, given
O(N log N) preprocessing time.
The spatial index for a d-dimensional simplicial complex can be constructed
with which a k-face of the complex containing a query point can be determined in
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time o (logd nd). Without the use of the spatial index, a simple sequential search
would require O(nJ3) time. We show that a spatial index of O(d!n d ) storage can
be easily constructed and present a compression technique which is conjectured
to be O( nd2 d ) storage.
The remainder of this section offers the necessary background on the winged
representation and notation and a brief overview of our method. Section 2 start
with an algorithm that orders the simplices and finds the separation sheets. The
construction of the spatial index is given in the two subsequent sections. In
Section 3, a full spatial index is constructed and the point/complex classification
is given. A full spatial index is easy to construct, but replicates much of the
complex and thus results in a large data structure. We present the full spatial
index as a way to simplify the presentation of the .compressed spatial index. In
Section 4 the compressed spatial index is constructed and the point / complex
classification is discussed. The data structure presented here is discussed and
summarized in Section 5. We present a simple example of a full spatial index in
the appendix.

1.1

Definitions

A k-simplex 0', for 0' C Ed, is a convex combination of k + 1 affinely independent
points called vertices. The set of vertices {vo, . .. , Vd} is called a O-skeleton of the
simplex. When the k-simplex is generated from any subset of k + 1 vertices of a
d-simplex, for 0 :::; k :::; d, it is called an k-face. A (d - I)-face of a d-simplex is
simply referred to as a face. Two d-simplices are k-adjacent when they share a
common k-face.
A simplicial complex Ed = {0'1"" ,O'n, ••• } of dimensions d, for d > 0, is the
set of k-simplices, for all 0 :::; k :::; d, having the conditions: (a) if 0' E Ed, then
any face of 0' belongs to Ed; (b) if 0', TEEd, then either 0' n T = 0, or 0' nTis a
k-face of 0' or T. A simplicial complex is regular when each k-simplex is a k-face
of ad-simplex.
An ordering of the O-skeleton of a simplex implies an orientation of the simplex. Two (d -1 )-adjacent d-simplices are coherently oriented when their common
faces have opposite orientation. The simplicial complex is coherently oriented
when each (d - I)-adjacent pair of d-simplices is coherently oriented. From now
on, any simplicial complex is assumed to be regular and coherently oriented.
We denote the s-skeleton of Ed as K8(E d), for 0 :::; s :::; d, defined as the set
of the s- faces of Ed.
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The boundary complex of Ed, {JEd, is a simplicial complex with (d-l)-simplices

{TI, ... ,Tm } which are the faces of exactly one d-simplex in Ed, along with all
the k-faces of Ti, for 0 ~ k < d, and 1 ~ i ~ m. Thus {JEd C Ed. Note that this
definition differs from [FP90].
A hyperplane in Ed is the locus of all points p = (Xl' ... ' Xd) satisfying an
equation
ao + Ef=lai . Xi = 0,
(1)
where ao, ... ,ad are the coefficients in R.
Given that Ed has a k-simplex of k at most d - 1, and that Ed is monotone in
a given direction (monotonicity means that all lines in direction of the projection
intersects the complex in at most one k-simplex, for any k < d), the projection
of Ed onto the coordinate hyperplane Xi = 0, IIi(E d), is defined as the set

in which IIi(O") is the convex combination of vertices

(v~,

. .. , v~) with'

vj = (xo, ... ,Xi-I,Xi+I, ... ,xs )
obtained from the O-skeleton of the s-simplex,

1.2

0".

Representation

We note that the d-skeleton, f{d(E d), is a complete representation of Ed, as all the
remaining s-skeletons of Ed for 0 ~ s < d, can be obtained from the d-skeleton.
Given this, we base our spatial index on the winged representation W of Paoluzzi
and Cattani [PC90], which is based primarily on the d-skeleton. The representation is used by a multidimensional modeling system called Simplex [Fer90]. A formal framework and further details on the representation can be found in [PC90].

Definition 1 Let W be the winged representation of a simplicial complex Ed,
consisting of a finite set of vertices, f{O(E d), ~nd a set of d-simplices, f{d(E d),
where O"i E f{d(E d) has the representation
(S(O"i), V(O"i) , A(O"i))

= (±1, (ViO' vi},·.· ,Vid), (aiO' ai},· .. ,aid))
sign, S(O"i), given as +1 or -1, an ordered list

consisting of the orientation
of
d +1 vertices of the simplex, V(O"i) , and a list of d+ 1 adjacent d-simplices, A(O"i),
with aij E f{d (Ed) U {.0}. If aij = .0, then there is no adjacent simplex to O"ij
along the corresponding face.
3

The vertices of the Jth face of (ji are to be obtained from V((ji) by removing the
Jth vertex, and as such we use an additional subscript on a simplex to denote
the face, i.e.,
The normal vector, nij, of the oriented support hyperplane of the face is obtained
as the normalized and properly oriented form of the vector (at, ••• , ad) which consists of the coefficients of the hyperplane given by Equation (1). The coefficients
are obtained by solving the minors of the (d + 1) x (d + 1) determinant
1
1

al

ad

XOl

XOd

Xi-l,l

Xi-I,d

Xi+l,l

Xi+l,d

1
1

Xdl

Xdd

1

=0

(2)

where Vj = (Xjo, •• ,Xjd), 0 ~ J ~ d.
It is instructive at this point to look at the space requirements for Wand at
the time requirement for performing a point/complex classification on W without
any preprocessing.
A set of n d-simplices forms a simplicial complex called a chain when n - 2
of its d-simplices are (d - 1)-adjacent to exactly two other d-simplices and two
of its d-simplices, one at each end of the chain, are (d -1 )-adjacent to only one
other simplex. The maximum storage for a connected d-complex, ~d, is needed
when ~d is a chain, that is, n d-simplices, and n + d vertices. Representation W
thus requires at most

(n

+ d)d + 2n(d + 1) =

O(dn + d2 )

space.
Without preprocessing, the point/complex classification is relatively straightforward. Since it is not known which simplex contains the point and the intermediate k-faces are not represented explicitly, it is necessary to check each
d-simplex for the point. Once the d-simplex containing the point is found, the
k-face containing the query point p can be determined by solving a system of
d + 1 equations and unknowns, and selecting all the vertices corresponding to
4

non-zero solutions. More precisely, a point p in or on a d-simplex with vertices
(vo, ... ,Vd) can be defined in terms of its convex coordinates, (Ai), leading to the
following d + 1 equations:

L

Vi' Ai

P

O$i$d

L

Ai -

1

O$i$d

So for a given d-simplex, the system of equations can be represented in a (d +
1) X (d + 2) matrix and solved in 0 (cf3) time. The following theorem summarizes
the results.

Theorem 1 Given the simplicial complex W requiring O(dn + d2 ) storage, with
no preprocessing, the point/complex classification takes O(nd3 ) time and O(~)
additional space,

1.3

Overview of the Spatial

Ind~x

Without loss of generality, we require the input simplicial complex to have the
property that the projection of any k-face, for 1 ~ k ~ d - 1, onto all the
coordinate hyperplanes in Ed is a k-simplex. That is, the dimension of the k-face
is preserved by the projection. Complexes for which this property does not hold
can be slightly perturbed by a small rotation to establish the property. We also
require that the complex be convex. The cavities of a nonconvex complexes can
initially be triangulated to establish convexity, although this may not be practical
in higher dimensional space.
The construction of the spatial index for ~d, relies on the ability to partition
the set of d-simplices of ~d into two roughly equal size sets. The sets are separated
by a (d -I)-complex that is monotone, by convention, with respect to one of the
d coordinate hyperplanes. We refer to the set of (d - I)-faces that partition the
d-complex as the separation sheet, W. Because of the monotonicity, a point in
Ed can be determined to lie above, on, or below the separation sheet, thereby
reducing the search of the set of the d-simplices by half. A recursive partitioning
of the n d-simplices of the complex yields a set of separation sheets (Wo, ... , Wn ).
This partitioning presupposes an ordering of the d-simplices, {0"11"11"" O"11"n}, so
that Wi partitions the set of simplices into the set of simplices {0"11"1" •• '0"11";} below
the sheet, and the set of simplices {0"11";+1"'" O"11"n} above the sheet.
5

Figure 1: The structure of an internal node r m of the spatial index.
This ordering allows the d-simplices and the separation sheets to be organized
into a binary search tree with n + 1 internal nodes, one for each separation
sheet, and n + 2 leaves, one for each simplex and two for the regions above and
below the complex. Note that the projections of the separation sheets are the
(d -I)-skeletons of the (d -I)-complexes. Since these have to be searched during
the traversal of the binary tree in the d dimension, the sheets are recursively
constructed into binary search trees in the d - 1 dimension and form the middle
subtrees in the d-dimensional binary search tree. Figure 1 shows the structure of
an internal node r m , for 1 ~ m ~ n.
With the spatial index, a point can be efficiently classified by using the separation sheets to direct the binary search within a given dimension. At each
internal node, the search proceeds down the left or the right subtrees depending
on whether the point is above or below the separation sheet. The comparison of
the point and the separation sheet is handled recursively by projecting both the
point and the sheet, and finding the face of the sheet that contains the projected
point. Knowing the face allows the comparison of the point against the support
hyperplane of the face, as shown in Figure 2 for a 2D example.

2

Finding the Separation Sheets in Ed

For the construction of the spatial index, the separation sheets are formed conceptually by sweeping a rubber sheet through the complex. The sweep proceeds
from one extreme of the complex to the other by an iterative process of including
the simplices of the complex. Initially, a separation sheet is computed that separates the complex from the region below the complex. At each step, the next
separation sheet is obtained from the previous separation sheet by removing the
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Figure 2: Comparing point p against the oriented support line (shown dashed)
of edge e.
lower faces and including the upper faces of the next simplex.
This conceptual construction of the separation sheets requires O(d2 n 2 ) space
in the worst case--consider the chain example of Section 1.2. However since it is
not necessary to know all the separation sheets at once, the sweep technique can
be replaced by one in which a separation sheet is computed only as needed, that
way, only O( dn) additional space is used.
Both methods depend on the lower and the upper envelopes of a complex.
An envelope consists of the faces on the boundary of a complex for which the
normals of the support hyperplanes are oriented in the proper direction. Thus,
the normals of the oriented support hyperplanes of the (d - 1)-simplices of the
lower envelope point in the direction n, and, -n in the case of the upper envelope.

Definition 2 Given Ed and n, the projection direction, the lower envelope of Ed
is a set of faces {O"ij E K d- I (BE) I nij • n > O}, and the upper envelope of Ed is
a set of faces {O"ij E Kd-I(BE d ) I nij • -n > OJ.
For the sheets to be monotone, the simplices of the complex must be ordered
in the opposite direction of projection. Figure 3 show a 2-complex with eight
triangles, sixteen edges and nine vertices. The label in the triangles indicates the
order number. Based on the ordering, the nine separation sheets are:

Wo
W2
W4
W6
Ws

-

{a,b,c,d}
{e,f,g,h,c,d}
{e,i,j,d}
{e,k,l,m,n,d}
{e,k,o,p}
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WI

W3
Ws

W7

{e,f,b,c,d}
{e,i,h,c,d}
{e,k,l,j,d}
{e,k,o,n,d}

F

a
b
c

AC
CG
GH

d
e

HI

f
-

9

h

AB
BC
CE
AC

z
J

k
1
m
n
0

P

BE
EH
BD
DE
EF
FH
DF
FI

I

A

C

Figure 3: Example of a two-dimensional simplicial complex with eight triangles,
sixteen edges, and nine vertices labeled A through I.
In the remainder of this section the algorithm for ordering the d-simplices and
both methods for obtaining the separation sheets are presented.

2.1

Ordering the d-simplices

Based on the normal vectors of the faces that separate adjacent simplices, we can
construct a partial ordering of the complex such tnat no simplex (j can precede
another simplex T, if any portion of (j obscures T in the projection direction. From
the partial ordering the desired total ordering of the simplices can be obtained by
a topological sort. Clearly such an ordering exists for d < 3. For higher dimensions, a presence of cycles may exist, and either a different projection direction
must be chosen or the cycle must be broken by triangulating one or more of the
simplices in the cycle. Here, we assume that no cycles exist.
Algorithm sse: (Sort Simplicial Complex) Let Ed be the simplicial complex.
Then this algorithm orders the d-simplices of Ed in the direction -n producing
permutation 1r.
1. Define the projection direction n = -ed, where {el ... ed} is the standard
basis for Ed (i.e., n = (0, ... ,0, -1)).

2. Construct a directed graph G = (V, E) with vertices, V, labeled by the
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d-simplices of ~d, and with a directed edge, (ai, T) E E, if ai is (d - 1)adjacent to T along a face, aij, and its normal nij is oriented in the same
direction as n.
3. Given that G is a directed acyclic graph, an ordered set of the d-simplices
of ~d given by the permutation (11"1, ... , 11"n) is obtained by a topological
sort [AHU83] of G.
In Step 2 of Algorithm SSC, the normal of the support hyperplane of a (d -1)face is computed, and the direction of its normal is checked against the projection
direction. The normal of the face is in the same direction as the projection direction, when n· nij > O. This computation requires the solution to the determinant
of Eq. (2) to obtain nij. However, since n has only one nonzero element, it suffices to solve only two minors of the determinant, which takes O(d 3 ). Now since
the graph has n nodes and less than (d + l)n /2 arcs, the topological sort takes
O(n + dn) time, which gives the algorithm O(d4 n) time and space.

2.2

Computing all the Separation Sheets

Taking the lower envelope and flipping the orientation of its faces reverses the
normals and gives us the separation sheet \Vo; for \V represented by W it suffices
to complement the sign of each simplex. Starting with \VO, a sweep through the
complex in the direction -n yields the remaining separation sheets, as follows:

Algorithm FSS: (Full Separation Sheets) Let (11"1, •.. ,11" n) be the permutation
for the d-simplices of ~d as computed by Algorithm SSC. This algorithm returns
(\Vo, .. . , \V n ).
1. Obtain the lower envelope and positively reorient it to form \VO of ~d.

2. Obtain the intermediate separation sheets as

(3)
for 1 .:::; i :::; n.
Lets consider the time complexity of Algorithm FSS. In Step 1, \V Ois the subset of Kd-l(a~d) with faces that have the normals of their support hyperplanes
in the direction of projection. The boundary faces can be identified in O( dn)
steps, and the orientation of each can be checked in O(d3 ). For a chain with n
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Figure 4: A 2D example of a chain.
d-simplices, the number of faces in the boundary is (d + l)n - 2(n -1), since the
first and the last simplex in the chain loose a single face and all other simplices
loose two faces to the adjacency with other touching simplices (refer to Figure 4).
Therefore, the number of faces in a separation sheet \II is bounded by
1 :::; I\II I :::; dn - n

+ 1.

That is, the lower envelope can be a single face, or as large as dn - n + 1 if
the d-complex is a chain for which all but one face is visible in the projection
direction. Thus Step 1 needs O(d4 n) time and O(dn) space.
Step 2 iteratively creates the intermediate separation sheets. The separation
sheet \IIi+! is created by expanding the upper envelope, \IIi, of (0'11"1"" ,0'11";)' with
the upper envelope of the next simplex, 0'1I"i+l' Since the number of (d - 1)simplices in a subsequent separation sheet can vary by at most d, and the set
of simplices can be updated in a single pass, each iteration of Step 2 can be
performed in time 0 (dn ).

Theorem 2 Algorithm FSS requires O(d4 n
obtain all n + 1 separation sheets.

2.3

+ <Pn2 )

time and O(dn 2 ) space to

Obtaining a single Separation Sheet

The sheet \IIi is easily obtained as the union of the upper envelope of the lower
complex (0'11"1"" ,0'11";)' and the properly reoriented lower envelope of the upper
complex (0'1I"i+l"" '0'1I"n)'

Lemma 1 Given Ed with the d-simplices ordered along the projection direction
n, then
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lower envelope
upper envelope--

Figure 5: The upper and the lower envelopes of the simplicial complex of Figure 1
that are needed for the separation sheet W4.
for 0 :::; i :::; n, where

g(E, v)

= {O"ij

E

K d - 1 (8E d ) I nij . v > O},

Proof: By definition, Wi is the subset of (d - 1)-simplices of 8E d , such that
each d-simplex in EL is below Wi and each simplex Eu is above Wi.
This is guaranteed by the construction. Notice that it is necessary to
0
reorient g(E u , -n) for Wi to be oriented coherently.
For example, Figure 5 shows the upper and the lower envelopes of the two subcomplexes needed for the separation sheet W4 of the 2-complex in Figure 3.
The algorithm for computing a desired separation sheet follows from the
lemma directly.
Algorithm 55: (Separation Sheet) Given Ed, (11"1,'" ,1I"n), and 0 :::; i :::; n, return
Wi.

2. Compute the lower envelope WL = g(E u , n) and the upper envelope Wu =
g(!;L' -n), where"g(E, v) chooses all the faces on the boundary of Ed with
normals of the support hyperplanes oriented in direction v.
3. Return Wi = -WL U WU.
Theorem 3 Algorithm 55 takes 0(d4 n

+ dn log dn)

time and O(dn) space.

Proof: Step 1 takes 0(1). Step 2 looks at every boundary fa"ce once and
computes its normal, thus taking 0(d4 n). Since there are O(dn) faces
in Wi, the union in Step 3 can be performed in 0 (dn log d7i) time. 0
11

3

The Full Spatial Index

We now construct the spatial index given the simplicial complex as a winged
representation of Definition 1. The algorithm follows:

Algorithm BFI: (Build Full Index) Let Ed, for d 2: 0, be a convex simplicial
complex given the assumptions of Section 1.3. The algorithm returns the full
spatial index for Ed.
1. If d = 0 then return the single O-simplex of EO and skip the remaining steps.
2. With Algorithm SSC, order the d-simplices of Ed and obtain the permutation (1rl, ... ,1rn ).
3. Create a balanced binary tree T with the fringe (refer to Figure 6)

out, 0'11'1 ,

•••

'O'll'n'

out.

4. If d is not the highest dimension of the original complex, then associate
with each simplex O'i the support hyperplane of Eq. (1) in E d+!, which is
possitively oriented so that ad > O.
5. For each internal node r m (refer to Figure 1), compute \lim by either Algorithm SS or FSS, and associate with node r m the spatial index of I1 d (\lI m )
computed recursively from Step 1.
6. Return the spatial index T.
The algorithm works recursively on the dimensions of the complex. The terminating condition of Step 1 occurs when the given complex is zero dimensional.
In that case, the result is a trivial tree consisting of the single O-simplex of the
complex.
For higher dimensional complexes, a nontrivial structure results. The dimension d of the complex imposes the projection direction -ed, and in Step 2, the
simplices are ordered linearly along ed by Algorithm SSC.
The ordered simplices along with the two bounding out regions yield a binary
search tree in Step 3. The binary tree has n + 1 internal nodes with the fringe of
size n + 2. The binary tree is easily constructed by recursively subdividing the
ordered list
out, O'7T l , ••• 'O'll'n' out,
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U 1r8

out

Figure 6: The spatial index for the example given in Figure 3. The middle
subtrees, II 2 (Wi), are indicated by triangles and are not shown.
so that the inorder traversal of the binary tree yields

An example showing the search tree of the complex of Figure 3 is found in Figure 6.
In Step 4, the support hyperplanes for the simplices in the fringed are computed as described in Section 2 and stored. Note that the hyperplanes are oriented
so that their normal is pointing in the opposite direction as the projection direction, that is, in the direction ed. This step is not necessary for the highest
dimension of the original complex.
In Step 5, for each internal node ri the separation sheet Wi is computed. Its
projection along ed-l defines a subcomplex that is used to recursively construct
the spatial index associated with node rio
Consider the size of the constructed full spatial index. Since each separation
sheet for every dimension is represented in its entirety, and a sheet can have as
many as nd - n + 1 faces, the number of nodes must be
d

(n

+ 1) 11 [n(d -

k)

+ 1]

= O(d!n

d

).

k=l

Before proceeding with the presentation of the compressed spatial index we first
show that, even in this full spatial index, a point can be classified in time
o (1ogd dn).
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3.1

Point/Complex Classification

The full spatial index allows a point to be classified in an efficient manner. The
classification determines in which k-simplex, for 0 ~ k ~ d, a given point lies.
Conceptually, the classification traverses a single path from the root to a leaf of
the binary tree for a given dimension and recurses down through lower dimensions. When a query point projects only through (d - 1)-faces of a complex, the
classification is trivial. At every step for some dimension k, the recursive step
returns a (k - I)-face. The comparison always yields an above or below result,
and the search proceeds down to a k-simplex in a fringe. When however, the
query point projects onto some k-face, for k < d - 1, at dimension k + 2, the
classification of the point must be performed against a (k +1)-face, not the k- face.
As such, the k + l~dimensional result must return both the k-face and one of the
adjacent (k + I)-face.
Algorithm PCI: '(Point/Complex Classification) Let T m be the root node of
the full spatial index for ~d and p, the point to be classified. Return out if the
point is outside the complex, or return the k-face of ~d that contains p, for a
minimum k.
1. If node Tm represents either out or a k-face, then return [T m , 0].
2. Let \11 m be the separation sheet of node T m. Recursively find the faces
[f,I'] where I E \11 m for IId(p) E IId(f), and if p projects onto a k-face, I'
is adjacent to I for k > d - 1.
3. Compare p against the hyperplane of I and proceed depending on whether
p is above, on or below as follows:
Above Classify p starting from Step 1 with the above child node of T m .
On

Return either [l7 m , 1'] if m 2: 1 or [l71l 1'] if m =

o.

Below Classify p starting from Step 1 with the below child node of T m .
The termination condition is reached when the complex is zero dimensional or
when the binary search in a given dimension falls into one of the two out regions.
When the search is entered at some internal node T m at Step 2, a decision
has to be made as to whether to proceed the binary search down the above, or
the below subtree. This depends on the relative position of the query point in
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relation to the separation sheet '!1 m • For this, a face f is found recursively in the
separation sheet onto which the query point projects.
In Step 3, the binary search down the above or below subtrees, or returns if p
is found to lie on f.

Theorem 4 A k-face of a complex containing a query point can be located by
Algorithm PCl in time o (logd dn).
Proof: The search traces down a binary search tree for each dimension.
Since each binary search tree contains O(dn) nodes, a given dimension requires O(1og dn). Therefore for d dimensions, the search is
O(1og d dn).

4

0

Compressed Spatial Index

In the previous section we constructed a full spatial index in which much of the
information maintained in the separation sheets is redundant. In this section,
we construct a compressed spatial index and present a modified point/complex
classification algorithm that uses the compressed spatial index.
From Eq. (3), we see that '!Ii and '!Ii+! are almost identical except for the faces
of one simplex. To reduce the storage needed for the sheets in a given dimension,
we have to eliminate all redundancies in the sheets. In all the separation sheets
for a given dimension, a face needs to appear only once. By removing redundant
faces, the partial sheets that are stored become sparse the deeper they are in the
tree. In the lower levels of the tree, the sheets may become completely empty.
Conceptually, the complete sheets are implicit in the search path from the root
down to a leaf.
Let the separation sheet '!Ii have a representation inside a spatial index tree T
as '!If. Furthermore, let (k1 , k 2 , ... ,km ), for k1 = L(n + 1)/2J and k m = i indicate
the path from the root of T to the node containing '!Ii' We let
'!IT

= '!Ii

- ('!Ir u ... U '!IL).

(4)

It follows that '!Ir = '!I L(n+l}/2J is the root-node separation-sheet, and that '!Irm
may be an empty set. For example, the nine separation sheets for the tree of
Figure 6 can be reduced to
'!I6 -

'!If
'!Ir

{a}

{}

'!If '!If

{k,l,m,n} '!Ir

{b}

{f,g, h, c}

{e,i,j,d}

{}
{p}

{a}
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The compressed spatial index can be constructed in two ways. The first way
constructs a full spatial index using Algorithm BFI and then prunes the tree in
a post processing step. The second way builds a compressed spatial index by
modifying Algorithm BFI so that in Step 5,
of Eq. (4) is used instead of
wm , and so that Algorithms SSC and SS take the incomplete sheets into account.
Although we are striving for the second way, the first way is easier to implement.
We observe that a for a given k, the number of k-faces of a d-simplex is

W;,

d+ 1 )
( d-k .
Thus the total number of k-faces of a d-simplex, is

t ( ++

k=O

d
k

1 ) = 2d+l
1

-

1.

If each k-face is represented by an ordered list of its k + 1 vertices, then a single
d-simplex needs

where d(d + 1) is the additional storage for the d + 1 vertices of the simplex.
Now since in a fully compressed spatial index every k-face appears only once and
the number of internal nodes is linearly proportional to the fringe, the size of
the ternary tree must be at least n(nd2 d ). This we conjecture is the size of the
compressed spatial index.

4.1

Point/Complex Classification

The point/complex classification given a compressed spatial index proceeds identically to the way Algorithm PCl searche<;l a full spatial index except that some
separation sheets need not be searched. Consider a binary tree of a given dimension with separation sheets Wj and Wk, for j < k such that node rk lies on
the path from the root to node rj, as shown in Figure 7. Given that
C Wk,
there is at least one missing face in
that appears in
If a query point
would encounter a hole
projects through that face, the classification with
in the sheet, and therefore, the algorithm must guarantee that the point is not
compared against
and that when visiting node rj, it is known a priori which
way to proceed. The Hole Theorem provides the necessary means.

wf

wf,
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wf

wI.

wf

Figure 7: Correctness proof for searching a compressed spatial index.
Theorem 5 (Hole) Let f E '!I k and f E '!I j, for j < k such that node r k lies
on the path from the root to node rj. If p lies below the support hyperplane of f,
then either p E O"i for i < j, or p (j. ~d.

Proof: Since p is found to lie below f E '!I k , then suppose that f is adjacent
to O" 1ra E ~d lying below '!I k as shown in Figure 7. It follows that p
lies in or below 0"1ra' Now, since f is also in '!I j, then p must lie in a
simplex equal to or lower than O"1rj' and 0: ~ j. Thus p E O"i for i < j,
or p is below the complex and therefore does not lie in any simplex.

o
From the Hole Theorem, the next corollary follows directly by symmetry.
Corollary 1 Let f E '!Ii and f E '!I j, for i < j such that node ri lies on the path
from the root to node rj. If p lies below the support hyperplane of f, then either
p E O"k for j < k, or p (j. ~d.

Using the Hole theorems, a modified point j complex classification algorithm for
the compress spatial index can be stated.
Algorithm PC2(PointjComplex Classification) Let r m be the root node of the
compressed spatial index for ~d and p the point to be classified. Return out if
the point is outside the complex, or return the k-face of ~d that contains p, for
the minimum k.
1. If r m represents out then return it and skip the remaining steps.

2. If Tm represents a k-face, then return [T m , 0, -00, +00], and skip the remaining steps.
3. Let [[, u] be the current bounds. If u ~ m then continue from Step 1 with
the below child node of T m • If m ~ [ then continue from Step 1 with the
above child node of T m .
4. Let Wm be the separation sheet of node T m . Recursively obtain the faces
[1,1', [', u ' ] where f E Wm for lld(p) E lld(J), and if p projects onto a k-face,
l' is adjacent to f for k > d - 1.

5. Compare p against the hyperplane of f and proceed depending on whether
p is above, on or below as follows:

Above Classify p starting from Step! with the above child node of T m and
the bounds [max(l, [I), min(u, u ' )].
On

Return [O"i, 1', [I, u ' ] if m ~ 1 with 0"1r11 and O"1ru l being the adjacent
simplices below and above adjacent to O"i, and with i = m if m > 0,
or i = 1 if m = O.

Below Classify p starting from Step 1 with the below child node of r m and
the bounds [max(l, [I), min(u, u ' )].
Algorithm PC2 is identical to PC1 except for the additional bounds that are
returned and checked during traversaL The returned bounds on occation direct
the search to bipass the recursive search of a separation sheets thus reducing
the number of subtrees that need to be searched. In the worst case, however,
no reduction may occur and the the full height of the tree needs to be searched
throught all dimensions requiring the same O(1ogd dn) time as for Algorithm PC 1.

5

Discussion' of the Technique

It is useful to compare the spatial index presented in this paper with the another multi-dimensional volume-based data structure used in solid modeling. The
spatial index presented here has been motivated in part by the brep-index of
Vanecek [Van90b] with which we will compare the spatial index. The brep-index
is a generalization of the binary space partition (BSP) trees [FKN80, Van90a],
and motivated indirectly by the cut trees of Dobkin and Edelsbrunner [DE87].
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Figure 8: An example of a brep-index constructed for the top face of the solid
shown on the top left.
In the brep-index, the boundary of an object, given by a boundary representation (brep), is recursively cut by oriented (splitting) planes, thus fragmenting the
boundary into pieces that do not cross the splitting planes. This partitions space
into convex regions that can be arranged into a multi-dimensional ternary-tree
data-structure. Each region is either completely inside or outside the object, or
lies inside a region spanned by some vertex, edge or face of the object. Figure 8
shows an object, its top face fragment by the splitting planes and the corresponding brep-index.
Although a brep-index can be constructed fora simplicial complex, the storage requirement for maintaining the fragmentation of each k-simplex would be
prohibitive. The spatial index, on the other hand, is a structure that does not
fragment the simplicial complex; it partitions it.
The disadvantage of the spatial index method is that the use of the separation
sheets imposes a convexity constraint on the simplicial complex. Since the brepindex decomposes along the boundary of an object, the objects can be concave
19

with an arbitrary number of through holes.
Another comparison between the two approaches lies in the search strategies. The brep-index is a top-down search structure, while the spatial index is
a bottom-up search structure. In the brep-index, a point/object classification
follows a single path from the root to a leaf and terminates with the answer.
This has the advantage of being robust in that a tolerance for determining when
the point lies on the boundary can be changes as necessary without resulting in
contradictory results. In the spatial index, the search begins in zero-dimensional
space and moves up into higher dimension. This imposes checking the projections
of the query point rather than the point itself in the highest dimensional space
thereby causing uncertainty as to the correct k-face containing the point. We are
currently addressing the question of robustness for the spatial index, since the
useful applications of the spatial index rest on a robust implementation.
In summary, we note that either data structure has certain appealing properties while not being totaly without problems. We are attempting to devise a
unified representation that exhibits the appealing properties of both while avoiding their problems.
We consider one additional observation. Let pd be the regular polyhedron of
dimension d that is the support space of ~d, where the support space of ~d is the
set union of simplices in ~d. An extrusion operation is a simple technique for the
generation of higher dimensional polyhedra pd (see [FP90]). If pd C Ed, and
t E Ed+t, the linear extrusion is defined as St(Pd) = pd X T, where T = [0, t].
If a winged representation of pd is given, and the number of d-simplices in the
representation is n, a winged representation of St(pd) can be computed in O( d2 n)
by the algorithm described in [FP90]. For this particular class ofconvex polyhedra
a useful property holds, namely, if W is a separation sheet for pd, then St(w) is a
separation sheet for pd+!. This circumstance implies that, once the spatial index
for pd is available, the spatial index for pd+l can be constructed with an "ad
hoc" technique of using extrusion for computing the separation sheets.
In conclusion, we state the open problems. How can the spatial index be extended to nonconvex simplicial complexes? The basic problem that arises is that
by our definition there may not be a single lower envelope that spans the projection of the simplicial complex. This is illustrated in Figure 9. One approach is
to first take the convex hull of the simplicial complex, and triangulate the concavities. This would insert simplices and their faces would be used in computing
the separation sheets. But, as far as we know, there are no general algorithms
for this in higher dimensions. However, if a nonconvex simplicial complex yields

20

Figure 9: An example of a simplicial complex for which there is no lower envelope .
in either of the two possible projections.
monotone separation sheets, our algorithm holds. There is nevertheless no practical way of knowing a priori whether a nonconvex simplicial complex has this
property.
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Figure 10: Example complex with one simplex for Appendix A.
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Figure 11: The full spatial index for the simplical complex of Figure 10. Each
k-faceis indicated by its vertices (in bold), and the equation of the hyperplane.

A

Simple Example of a Full Spatial Index

We now show a sirriple, but nontrivia~ example in 2D. The complex consists
of a single 2-simplex show in Figure 10. The spatial index is shown in Figure 11,
where the k-faces are indicated by the sign and the vertex indices of the k-face.
The complete data structure contains six internal nodex, and fifteen face nodes.
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